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Abstract. 

Situation in works in two directions AER Working Group F - "Spent Fuel Transmutations" 
and INPRO IAEA Collaborative Projects CZE1 - "Meeting energy needs in the period of 
raw materials insufficiency during the 21st century" is described and together with existing 
lifetimes of nuclear power station in long time concept several tasks are formulated, which will 
have to be solved to keep concept of closed fuel cycle and balance of primary fossil fuel and its 
substitution from another primary resource – mainly nuclear. 

Study of series of prepared long time energy perspectives shows that it is frequently 
separated electricity from other energy forms and that there are not taken into account limitations 
arising from reduction of fossil resources and probable reduction of their supply to the market. In 
connection with such feature, expected during the next decade, we need to prepare more 
responsible forecast for which supported information from economical and transport branches are 
demanded – some of them are formulated – as was possible by the author of the study.  

It is astonishing like all our countries suppose that supply of external fossil primary resources 
will be not only stable but slightly growing during the next decades, without study of the market and 
supply possibilities.    
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Organizational information - countries, decided to cooperate.  
 
Up to now next twelve countries clearly declared that they want to cooperate: 

Armenia, Belarus, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, EU (JRC Petten, Netherlands), 
France, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, Lithuania, Russia, Ukraine.  

Some comments should be said to Russia: it was officially declared from the Russian side on 
the "12th INPRO steering committee, IAEA Vienna, December 3-5, 2007" that Russia is entering 
INPRO project CZE1 "Meeting energy needs in the period of raw materials insufficiency during the 
21st century". Based on it there was negotiation in RRC Kurchatov Institute (participation Czech 
and Russian sides) and there was from Russian sides suggested to prepare for all participating 
countries analyses done by program DES (new form of DESAE including all primary energy 
resources) based on internationally accessible and open databases of all resources in the 
countries [1]. Possibility to use commonly DES [2] program is big step forward, even if it is not yet 
declared that the program will be distributed like DESAE. It is expected that the first such 
calculations will be presented on the current group meeting in Czech Republic, supposed in 
Liblice, April 14-17, 2009. It is also expected that participants will cooperate and at least will 
look into the databases and for future prepare something like expected resources availability (we 
know from our own experience that geological resources does not denote that they are available). 
Anyway if participants decide to proceed via DES code or develop their own philosophy and 
approach, availability of resources is key indication – the same is concerning international global 
raw material resources.  
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We cannot forecast nuclear development without oil and gas supply models – how to prepare 

and where and by whom it will be done is under question mark; we need cooperation with another 
branches' specialists. Up to now it is known from presentation on IPRO that DES evaluates given 
scenario, which must be defined by user. How to estimate new technologies and maybe prices 
movements and optimization procedures should be prepared by our effort. 

 
There was talk with the director of Lithuanian Energy Institute and it was concluded (Rez, 

8.9.2008) that Lithuania will take part in the current session in Liblice 2009 and will participate in 
the work.  

 
We expect, based on negotiation between FZ Julich and INPRO secretariat about the 

possible use of DESAE and DES in Germany that some German Institutes will also take part in this 
INPRO group. 
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Connected economical tasks. 
Our work should be used in order to society is able to give decisions about future investment 

as into the energy production capacities as into the research and development new technologies. 
Society is also interested into which situation changes in energy supply and technology will 

lead, both political and technological. It is clear that strict future forecast is not possible, but 
through the whole known period of people existence there was something like planning at the 
beginning to survive and step by step to have greater force and gain control over resources and 
other groups of people to ensure for ourselves better and more comfortable life. Wording better 
and more comfortable life is now prevailing tendency and demand on energy in its various forms is 
more and more decisive to ensure it. At least now this is resulted into the project GAINS – 
specification and description of vision of nuclear energy up to 2100, including closed nuclear fuel 
cycle (this means that there will be no actinides to store and that the only rest will be fission 
products).  

New on our situation is that resources of energy are decreasing and people will have to 
use in greater amount nuclear energy, which has enough of uranium (and thorium in future) 
and their content of energy is so high that supply in any world place is not problem. 
Specialized institutions like IAEA are asking what is the asymptotic vision of nuclear energy 
technology because – you build up now nuclear power station about ten years and suppose to use 
it about sixty years and all that time you will need fuel elements of the originally supposed design. 
Together with some period for decision you need about 75 years be sure that you will have 
uranium with the projected enrichment to be able to operate projected lifetime your facility – from 
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now up to 2085. Huge time in which obviously not only systems of economy and governments but 
also sometimes states are changing and resources base without any doubt will be different.  

Those are the reasons why there are two projects in INPRO cooperation CZE1 to find out 
new planning methods and technology needed to be able to go at least through the period up to 
about 2040 in which preliminary estimations are putting start of fast breeders and stop of new light 
water reactors or their limitation within the nuclear fleet to keep sufficiently great amount of fuel to 
be able to work with thermal reactor all planned lifetime. Fast breeder reactors will be started on 
plutonium from thermal reactors spent fuel and start of new capacities will depend on the 
plutonium availability as from thermal spent fuel so from fast breeders depending on breeding 
ratio. Some considerations in this direction were presented [3]. 

The date 2040 was estimated by Russian, French and American specialists from the 
consideration about natural uranium resources and enrichment processes and on the expected 
growth of mostly electricity demands. All considerations were up to now in the line – heat, 
electricity and consumption for production of goods and quality of life. 

Maybe be it will be so, but it is very probable that no. Let us think about further energies, 
which we now also need – oil and gas.  

There were literature and description of oil Hubert peak, which is expected after 2010 [4]. We 
need for our considerations rough estimation of oil supply – it has the same value for us as nuclear 
energy for future development – it denotes primary possibility of goods exchange and division of 
works, key modern development drivers.  Secondary it denotes possibility to collect people to 
common activities. And at the third it denotes leisure time and all tourist industry. Very probably 
also part of modern life and we can hardly suppose, what will be if it is canceled.  
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Taking into account existing oil resource bases and considerations about oil production we 
can estimate decreasing of production. Generally Hubert oil peak (maximum of production 
on given territory, including whole world) denotes that about one half of resources were 
already exhausted. We are taking (more decided that estimated) the last period of oil 
piping as equivalent of future 80 years (last period was longer, but contemporary 
production is much more higher), very probably such estimation is optimistic, including 
expectation of new fields. The simplest approximation is linear and such approach gives 
us decrease of 12.5% per decade and quarter – 25% per twenty years and each 
decade decrease about 12.5% of original amount. Market will not be sufficiently supplied.  

Estimation was consulted with our geologists and it was concluded that it should be 
acceptable, as lot of possible others. We can suspect about precise of such numbers, but at least 
there is a magnitude of changes. What could be technical answer?   
                          1. other sources ... tar sands, oil shale; we need deeper knowledge at which 
category amount and barrel prices it could be supplied.                 
                          2. additional liquid fuel production for transport from gas (improbable) or from coal 
and hydrogen. Use of high temperature reactor to split water and use produced hydrogen for 
additional cracking of hard oil fraction or coal transformation into oil.  

Old IIASA studies supposed about 2010 supply of oil from US to Europe from such resources. 
Preliminary studies are skeptic to alternative motors or possibilities to use railways as the main 
transport means, transport market has great inertia and it was estimated that during ten years you 
can change only about one third of transport means. Feedback of transport to production is of key 
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importance for future traditional fossil resource use and prices; division of labour is enabled by 
cheap transport etc. 

It is interesting that for future forecast of energy needs and specially its nuclear part 
corrections of people growth are used and philosophy if the world parts (developed and 
developing) are convergent or divergent are taken into account but such basic feature as transport 
and from which source of energy it will be ensured is not. If there is no or limited transport there is 
also limited goods exchange and we are completely in different economic model and system, 
completely different demand on electricity and also different demand on nuclear electricity. Basic 
for all consideration is that we are at the same way of life smoothly developing due to better and 
more comfortable standard without any big confrontations. How to reach it by political means is not 
our task. 

This is the first of groups of economical and technological problems 
– consider all energy consumption as one common problem. 

To be able to fulfill it we need transformation coefficients from one type of energy to another – 
due to different primary resource basis. We need not only transformation, but transformation 
including demands on investment, consequences if one type of energy is missing and time in 
which we shall be scarce of fuel. This is if we know how to proceed – but it is frequently not 
fulfilled; our measure should be about ten percent of oil supply for a longer period (year or more) 
and such amount practically disqualify simple so called "ecological sources" or hydrogen cells 
producing electricity. We should conclude that any ways and amounts are welcome including 
savings but our main way should be the balance of gains and loses and estimation how to support 
liquid fuel market by production of liquid fuel from hydrogen and coal and hydrogen from water. We 
shall not analyze situation in research and development this particular new technology now, there 
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could be new and different ideas – we need estimation of price to prepare R&D plan and to be able 
to put on the table project of standard industrial capacities. Ways to transform transport to new 
energy could be different but now we do not see any other which would be able to act in such huge 
amount. We remark that amount of oil used in national economies is obviously much greater than 
electricity in comparable units. It seems us also that using gains and loses concepts we can more 
easily compose optimization procedures.  

There will be period (at least we expect) of raw material insufficiency during the development 
of new technology, which will be probably not in operation before 2020. And this is another set of 
economic problems for analyses, which features we can expect, when oil or transport prices will 
accelerate. Small illustration was last growth of oil prices to 140 USD and fall due to recession in 
industry back to 95 USD. Is it result of price cartel? Hardly, but we should have correlation of 
production and supply. It seems only that it demonstrate how transport is serious and how it must 
be part of our consideration and if there is decrease of oil supply in future we must have new 
technological vision as in the support of oil market so in the new "car engines". In such a case we 
can develop our nuclear considerations and include raw material and work, conservation laws and 
based on them prepare new nuclear vision. 

We agree that there are big uncertainties in future prices policy and due to it, it is better to 
base our consideration only on raw materials availability and expected smooth grow energy needs 
(2% of economy growth denotes about 1% of energy needs growth). We do not agree that it is 
valid over the periods in which external raw materials inputs are changing too much. We hope that 
including concepts like profits and losses will establish economical a technological conservation 
laws and at lest partially could prolong forecast period and substitute money concept which is for 
longer future very unstable.  
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Contemporary long time national plans of future energy needs. 
Several national plans and of future energy demand – mostly up to 2030, were read and two 

future transport studies. All mentioned here is available in electronic form at author and will be sent 
if demanded. 

US vision of future transport. Even if there are no explicit mentions about oil price and 
velocity of supply decrease, mostly new liquid fuels produced from hydrogen from water splitting 
are studied. It is also broadly discussed if hydrogen is used directly how big changes in local 
supply will arise. It is also concluded that railway alternative cannot substitute individual transport. 
As the only way for near future they see support of existing structure of transport by external liquid 
fuel production. Only nuclear energy supported liquid fuel production has due to sufficiently great 
resource bases chance for success.  

EU vision of future transport. Astonishing material, which arose after the US study. 
Broadly discussed are oil prices – starting from price at that time (about 20 USD per barrel) study 
prognosis price for 2010 about 23 USD and decrease of price about two USD at 2020 – study 
argues that lot of new oil fields will be discovered. Several negligible corrections (like change of 
people amounts) are introduced. There are no comments of it from our side. 

Future energy demand studies. There are longer time in our disposal Czech and Slovak 
studies. Both are for the period up to 2030. New Czech long time prognosis is available up to now 
only in Czech language. There is Analyses of Energy Supply Options and Security of Energy 
Supply in the Baltic States published in February 2007 in English by IAEA – very complete work 
and good written. Upon my own request I have obtained at the end corresponding studies from 
Poland and Ukraine, which were not read in details, because they are in Polish and Ukrainian. 
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       I have obtained no information from other countries. Russia was not yet member of CZE1 at 
that time, when studies were asked. Even if there were some language troubles in reading, we can 
uniquely conclude that in the all mentioned materials and probably also in those, which were not 
sent, there is supposed that external inputs into the energy system – gas and oil will be available in 
the supposed amount during the whole period, up to 2030. There are no indications or warning that 
there could be any troubles or too big prices, which can misbalance system. For general 
information it should be said that older Czech strategic studies target oil prices in 2040 we 
supposed about 40 USD (change from original 20 USD), Polish study was done late and started 
from about 50 USD and smooth growth was very small. I have not found such data in the Ukrainian 
material. There were no analyses of ways how prices were prepared. 

There are indications from IAEA PESS (Planning and Economic Studies Section) position – 
they do not want to speak about material insufficiencies of raw materials, they are saying that there 
is only price growth and our ability to have enough primary resource is a question of our money 
resources. It seems that it is only formal indication. If the market is filled with lower amount of oil – 
naturally prices will be stabilized on higher level and national economies will not have enough 
money to buy originally supposed amount. This is another argumentation, why we need concept of 
gains and losses applied for transport and nuclear technologies of artificial fuel production. 
Obviously due to massive ecological advertisements and different supports and taxes it is not so 
easy to establish real prices and if so called alternative technologies will be able to substitute real 
decrease of external primary raw materials supply. 

We hesitate how to continue. We are nuclear specialists and hardly can be responsible for 
geological, economical or transport studies. On the other side it seems us that without such data 
we are not able to prepare long time vision of even only nuclear energy development. Without 
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expectation, that there will be not enough natural uranium we shall not start fast breeder program 
and massive reprocessing. Our knowledge and work should be oriented in such a way to start in 
proper time R&D activities and step by step to go to projecting and realization of industrial 
program. Naturally there are still big uncertainties and proper answer on it are modifications in 
content and velocity of work, but we must take into account that specially in the R&D phase more 
money does not lead to too quicker result. Mutual dependence is not linear! Standard answer is 
cooperation and study of literature from another branches – sense of cooperation is to proceed 
commonly and find answer for all more effectively. 
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Global visions of energy policy.    
Let us suppose that we are within the existing knowledge and that such technologies like 

fusion are not yet among the planning ones. Then we shall use for energy production existing 
primary resources. Following the existing estimation of population growth and technical progress, 
there will be period without massive use of oil, then period of gas free economy, then probably coal 
free ones and then nuclear free period and then ... we expect that still sun will be shining and some 
people will exist. We are using such more journalistic formulation to admit that there should be 
nothing special if in future use of fossil oil resources will be very small and that our engineering 
soul must try to find out methods through which we could understand such processes and 
minimize our losses – world is already global and it is nonsense to thing that we can isolate 
something and study it too long time separately and think that we can forecast such a way future.  

Obviously we are limiting our considerations for the period up to the end of this century and 
this means that we expect only oil end or serious limitation of supply. But looking on the existing 
situation in Europe we see that situation is far from the consensus that nuclear energy will be the 
primary source, which can substitute oil. It seems that it should be more deeply explained that 
technology will lead to the closed nuclear fuel cycle – at least in actinides – no final repository in 
contemporary understanding will be needed. By my opinion it should be demanded to 
prepare future (this century) vision of energy policy among the specialists and 
then its formulation to the public. It is serious if such work is done by the group of specialists from 
key European countries including those having nuclear power-stations and those, which are 
refusing it or up to now do not have it. Maybe such group cannot come to full consensus now but 
anyway situation would be clearer.   
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Local resource bases. 
There is not too much uranium in Europe and most of our nuclear power stations is not ready 

to use MOX fuel – moreover MOX fuel is much more expensive than standard enriched uranium 
ones, at least now and the whole period of thermal reactors it is expected.  It is key information for 
the nuclear facilities, if they have material from which they can do (or order it, from specialized 
company) fuel. It is true that we shall expect that further fuels will be MOX, but to use it you must 
do technological changes in the power stations (regulations, spent fuel storage, ...). There should 
be an interest to work traditionally up to the end of lifetime. Practically all nuclear power plants 
store their spent fuel on their territories, either in containers either in pools. Spent fuel from thermal 
reactors contains nearly 1% of plutonium and still about 1% of uranium 235. Chemical 
reprocessing gives us back separately uranium, plutonium and other materials. It is already in 
commercial practice to produce fuel elements from reprocessed uranium. It is necessary to take 
into account how much U236 is there and compensate it by slightly higher enrichment. Very 
probably it could be done even several times. May be that progress in enrichment technologies 
also solves it. At least now it seems unrealistic to sign agreements about primary resources supply 
for about fifty years – only knowledge and estimation of future ways and what we have on our own 
yard could be a base for our decisions for such long periods. 

Properly explained future technical development can also positively influence existing public 
view, which is through politicians decisive to support R&D works in the right direction.  
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Remark to the literature. 
Literature references are mostly to presentations given on INPRO sessions in IAEA Vienna 

and in the participants' countries and materials on internet. It is not ideal status but it is now reality. 
It would be step forward, if within the INPRO internet portal, it will be somehow solved. To do any 
step forward author organize simplified possibility via ftp command and you can find and read all 
what was on the last meeting of the group under the address  

ftp://Liblice2008.ujv.cz 
Authors' personal library of works, concerning this problem and closing of fuel cycle  (about 2GB) 
is also included. Disadvantage is that within ftp command there are no comments and it is harder 
to read it and look only on what we are interested. There are also other presentations directly 
connected with Hubert oil peak – see  /CZE1 . 
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Conclusions and remark to the AER&IAEA-INPRO connection. 
Organizational ways for cooperation. Except Russia, US and France, national groups taking 

part in this INPRO branch are very small – surely they are subcritical from the point of view of men 
power capacities to study such problems. So that it is the first conclusion that mutual cooperation 
is categorical order. Big step forward was distribution of DESAE code for scenario analyses. We 
hope that future greater use of computer net for cheap phone and video presentations can at least 
partially help. But one thing is video press conference and another thing is cooperative effort to 
develop computer code or even how to proceed in such complicated branch like analyses of future 
behavior of economy and technology. Next step is naturally common institute. 

Approach, presented here is taking as decisive for development raw material base and 
technology estimations, which can help us to substitute insufficiencies in traditional ways of 
production and life and this will by our meaning form sequence of breaking points together with 
completely new technologies, which we hope will be also found by people's invention. 

Activities of AER Working Group F - "Spent Fuel Transmutations" and INPRO IAEA 
Collaborative Projects CZE1 "Meeting energy needs in the period of raw materials insufficiency 
during the 21st century" were unified – we see the reasons of it because corresponding activities 
are strongly interconnected. Reason for establishing of F–group were ways, how we shall solve 
problems of spent fuel, which seemed ten years ago establishing strong movements against 
nuclear energy and really we can say, that specially in Germany it is so. So that F-group showed 
various technical ways, how it would be possible to solve. On the other side the same result should 
be reached by normal development, taking into account resources balance and showing when 
plutonium in spent fuel will be the exclusive and the only material for starting fast breeder era.  
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Conclusion is that only heavy actinides will be for transmutation – future 

will decide, which variants, molten salt or solid fuel fast breeders will be the 
best from technical and political aspects. At least in existing governmental and 
international relations situation, it is not acceptable to return after reprocessing 
proliferation sensitive materials. And because we can suppose that it is also 
not welcome to store on one place great amount such materials it is desirable 
spent them at the same place producing electricity or generally energy. 

Radioactive fission products do not create such problems. 
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